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3 September
4 September
5 September
6 September
10 September
17 September
18 September
23 September
27 September

Term begins
NAIDOC Week begins
NAIDOC Assembly
5ST Class meeting
Sunsmart Hats On
Year 5/6 Basketball ACT
Year 3 excursion to
Ingelara Farm
Year 1 Community Market
Secondary South Netball,
Years 7/8 & 9/10
Careers Expo, Years 10-12
ACT Oztag, Years 3-6 boys
HS Moderation Day
3TM Play performance
Years 7/8 Secondary South
Football, boys & girls
3TM Play performance
Year 10 History & Physics
excursion to Sydney
performance for Primary
WORKING BEE
Book Week begins
Years
9/10
Secondary
South Football
Australian
Parliament
House
Science
&
Engineering Challenge
SSACT Primary Athletics
Book Week Assembly
Waldorf 100 Celebration
Week begins
Gala Concert
ACT
Japanese
Speech
Competition
SSACT Athletics
Primary School Tour
High School Tour
Early Childhood Tour
Year 6 Community Markets
SSACT 12 & Under Athletics
Spend a Day at Orana
SSACT 13 & Over Athletics
Year 8 Jindabyne Camp
Year 4 Birrigai Camp
Year 9 Bournda Camp
EC Michaelmas Puppet
Show
Spring Festival
LAST DAY OF TERM

A MESSAGE FROM THE BOARD:
The Board has met on a couple of occasions
this term. A number of key items we have
been working with include:
 Formation of Finance, Risk and
Audit,
and
Marketing
and
Communications sub committees.
These committees are designed to
assist the Board by providing
specialist advice and expertise. We
are very grateful for all the
community members who put their
names forward to assist the Board in
this way. We will be finalising the
committees and starting their
operations in the coming weeks.
 Strategic planning. The Board has
started work towards ongoing
strategic planning with a view to



Strategic Directions Statement
(https://www.oranaschool.com/ima
ges/orana/Strategic_Direction_Stat
ement_1.0.pdf
detailed actions under each of our
Objectives
and
Performance
Indicators.
Appointment of Auditor. At the
AGM it was agreed that the Board
would seek expressions of interest
for a new auditor (it is good practice
to change auditors every five years
or so), which we have done and have
subsequently appointed RSM (Ged
Stenhouse the key partner) for this
year. Auditors for next year will be
suggested for approval at the next
AGM.

David Pearce
Chair
Canberra Rudolf Steiner School Association
A MESSAGE FROM THE PRINCIPAL:
The Winter Festival, Spiral Walks and
Lantern Walks were truly manifestations of
the spirit of the School at this time of the
year, close to the Winter Solstice when
daylight is at its shortest and faintest. The
time of year when we choose to hold these
festivals is intended to reignite our
commitment to our moral and spiritual
task: that of educating our children and

students. How privileged are we as a
community to stand witness and partake in
these celebrations?
In endeavouring to bring to your children a
would like to share with you the essential
wide Steiner/Waldorf education movement.
These Pillars were succinctly presented at
on
Association) Governance, Leadership and
Management (GLaM) Conference by
Professor Torin Finser PhD and came as an
answer to the identity questions that Steiner
Schools around the world are considering at
the threshold of the 100th anniversary of
Waldorf/Steiner Education. Questions such
as: Why Steiner? How do we deliver the
education? What really is Steiner Education?
These are questions that
Pedagogical Trustees have also worked with
over the course of the past year.
Finser articulated three particular polarities
existing between:
1. Those who see the need for change on the
one hand and those who hold true to the
principles on the other.
2. Those who hold true to the roots of the
School, and those who would like to bring in
new traditions to be more inclusive and
relatable to society,
3. Those who hold the art of teaching as a
profession and a calling that advocates the
freedom of the teacher, and those who must
work with compliance and the law.
Creative tensions arise from these polarities
as well as between the dogma and directives
to which groups adhere, often in the form of
according to laws and regulations that also
control the allocation of government
funding (clearly an issue according to
Threefold Social Order model!)
I share with you below the essential pillars
of Steiner Education, (not in order of
importance):
·

Educate with the image of the
whole human being

·

Curriculum to be in line with the 7
year developmental stages

·

Curriculum to echo the evolution of
human consciousness

·

Experiential learning

·

Teach from whole to parts

·

Teach science phenomenologically

·

Engage students through thinking,
feeling and willing

·

Teach both skills and capacities

·

Be child-centred in all things

·

Work for social justice

·

Education as an art

·

Freedom of the teacher

·

Awakening
imagination,
inspiration and intuition

·

Work actively with parents

·

Practise self-administration

·

Expect Steiner teacher training, as
well as personal and professional
growth

Our task in the coming months for the
College of Teachers, the Faculties, the
Pedagogical Trustees and for Management
is to be continually engaged in the work of
unpacking and examining each pillar in
relation to the delivery of education for our
students.

are the core principals of Steiner Education
that allow air, light and movement in
between the principals so we do not become
dogma and doctrine-centred. Our decisions

Change; it calls us to summon the courage
to test long held assumptions, sometimes
rooted in dogma, sometimes in the Pillars
themselves.
Please enjoy this
colourful
smorgasbord of articles written by the
teachers, along with the summaries of
activities held across the School for the past
term. I wish you warmth and light during the
winter break and look forward to your
s return in Term Three.
Jacqui Lee
Principal
A MESSAGE FROM THE HIGH SCHOOL
DEPUTY PRINCIPAL:
Dear Parents, families and students,
Orana has had very successful information
nights, trial days, interviews and tours and
from the community, and broader
community in the High School and College.
Thank you to everyone who is speaking
positively about the school. If you would like
to find out more about what the High School
and Senior College offer, we will be
conducting another High School Tour and
Information evening on Wednesday 4th
September.
Parent/teacher nights this term have given
teachers the opportunity to catch up and
engage with many families and to enjoy
positive and constructive discussions about
the abilities and future of our students.
It has been a busy term for us all, and critical
to building upon achievement for end of
semester report
to hear of the wide variety of activities and
experiences staff and students have had
throughout the term.
Please find a list of Professional Learning
that staff have attended this term - Flip the
Australian Curriculum Cube: The General
Capabilities Workshop Series, facilitated by
Dr Tracey MacAskill ,GlaM Conference,
Literacy and Numeracy and the Role of the
Learning Areas in Supporting their
Development,
EducareDo,
cogAT
Presentation/Training, Understanding and
Managing Anxiety Problems in Young
People, Assessment Practices in Steiner
Schools, Writing robust rubrics, Using model

building in ARC GIS, Entrepreneurs move training, DT/Cyber Workshop,
Dyslexia, Accidental Counsellor, What we
always needed to know about Intellectual
Impairment but were mostly never told, How
to teach Higher Order thinking, Restorative
Practice.
Our High School and College staff are
continually improving themselves in best
teaching practice so that we can support our
students.
Our students have also been busy in classes
and various incursions and excursions this
term, including the following activities: US
Embassy Representatives visit to SC Global
Studies, Architecture excursion to Sydney,
Kosciuszko Geography Excursion Year 10,
Big Science Competition, P.A.R.T.Y Program
TCH
Year 10, ANU Maths Day
5 SC
students, Bell Shakespeare Company
Workshop
Years 9 and 10, Come Alive
Drama Workshop- Year 10 and 11, STEM
Excursion to Mt Stromlo Year 8 girls, CSIRO
Year 10, Urban Duke Of Ed Hike, Sydney.
Students are finishing up enrichment
classes for this semester. The following
subjects have been offered to students
across Class 8 to 10: Digital Photography,
Mountain Biking, Felting, Model Making,
Pizza Oven (building), walking, mural
painting, wrestling and Road Ready for year
10 students.
Extra- curricular activities and meetings
that have occurred throughout this term
have included- 2020 Nepal Leadership
Challenge,
2020
Cultural
Japanese
Tour,2019/2020 German exchange, Year 9
over, Board games, Catch up
sewing, Blacksmithing, Tournament of the
Minds, Maths club, Catch Up club, gym and
fitness club, Jump Rope for Heart- year 9
students (sometimes joined by year 4).
We have had some guest speakers in the
school presenting the following topics on
wellbeing: MIEACT (Mental Illness Education
ACT) Presentations to Years 7, 8 and 9 on
Anti-Bullying and Positive Body Image.
MENSLINK Presentation to Years 9 and 10
also had a guest speaker exploring the
nature of Risk Taking, Respect and Decision

Making.

Events that Orana has either hosted or been
involved in have been: an ANZAC Day
assembly,
Reconciliation
assembly,
participation in reflection ribbon for
reconciliation in the park, High School
Eisteddfod
Bronze Award, Spend a day,
Winter Festival, Year 10 Drama Performance,
BSSS Student forum, HS BBQ, hosted AIS ACT
AGM,
Regional/ACT
Swimming,
Regional/ACT Cross Country, ACT Basketball
Championships and Rowing.
Year 12 students have presented to the
whole staff a mid year reflection and
progress of their Year 12 Projects. The
projects are certainly varied and exciting. As
a staff we are looking forward to the final
presentations at the end of the year. We
hope you can join us to celebrate their
achievements.
We have been fortunate to have 3 Prac
students join the High School this term from
ACU. It has been a great experience for these
students to participate in a Steiner School,
and to develop their knowledge of teaching
with our professional staff.
I would like to congratulate all the students
on the way they have applied themselves so
readily to their studies over the semester. I
hope that students can take on the feedback
from teachers that will be provided in the
end of semester report, and continue to
improve over the coming semester.
Kelly Armstrong- Deputy Principal/High
School and Senior College.
A MESSAGE FROM THE EARLY CHILDHOOD
& PRIMARY DEPUTY PRINCIPAL:
Mid-year already, how time flies here at
Orana!
Due to the great work Harriet does catching
candid photos around the school, the
activities of the students sit as if in a
seasonal picture book on the Orana
Facebook page. The great work of the
teachers may be less evident, with the
endless background hours of work to plan
and support our children and young people
not readily viewed.
Primary faculty teachers spend long hours
drawing the magnificent blackboards to
guide Main Lesson learning. If you were a fly
on the wall in the staff room, you might see
incidental yet vital conversations occur

there, where collegiality is deep and
meaningful. Yes, your children are being
talked about, as teachers share and
celebrate every minor success in learning or
perhaps call on their shared experience to
support each child in our care. With this in
mind I would like to share our revival of the
Child Study in Primary School this year: We
have conducted one Child Study and are in
the process of completing a Whole Class
Study. Having witnessed a Child Study in
Early Childhood last year, I can truly say that
it was remarkable to see the changes in the
child once focus was placed on them with
love and with the goal not only to deepen
our knowledge of the child, but to support
and develop them as an individual. If you
would like to know more about Child Study,
our librarian Cheryl can point you in the
right direction, or you could ask any of our
teachers as all have been involved in the
observational study.
This term we have introduced the new
chool.
Schoolbox has been in use for some time in
the High School and Year 7 as a means of
communication. It is also useful for

IN MEMORY OF LORNA GARRAT:

agenda along with projects and assigned
work. We hope you find time to have a look
at the platform and that you will find it
useful.
All is peaceful in Kindergarten this term. Our
new children and families have settled in
well and the groups have formed
friendships which in many cases will last a
lifetime.
Have a wonderful Winter break we look
forward to seeing you all back in term 3.
Aine Barker, Deputy Principal Early
Childhood / Primary School

On Friday, 7th June, family and friends of
Lorna Garrat
Church in Dickson to celebrate her life.
Lorna was a founder of Orana Steiner
School. She was also the beloved mother of
Olga Blasch who, as most of you know, was
a teacher and administrator at Orana for
many years.
Our deepest condolences go to Olga and her
family for the loss of their dear mother and
grand- mother and to David Garrat, her
husband.
Olga has allowed us to use her own words

The little Prince
A.de SAINT-EXUPERY

Lorna Margaret Garrat
9th November 1936 30th May 2019

biggest legacies was with
David as founding parents of Orana Steiner
School, which saw Josh and Ben being
numbers 1 and 2 of 3 children on the
enrolment register. Mum and David were
fully committed to the school and worked
tirelessly to get it up and running and then
saw it develop into a viable independent
school in Canberra now with 600+
enrolments. Mum was involved in the P&F,

the School council, fairs and festivals,
dinners and community building. She even
acted as Mother Earth for the winter festival
for several years. It was a time of new
endeavours and a deep connection with the
PLAYGROUP:
Playgroup families continue to enjoy the
steady rhythm of our gentle mornings.
Small hands are quickly warmed kneading
bread dough & chopping fruit for our
morning tea. In timing with the frosts, our
circle songs & rhymes keep little Jack Frost
from nipping our nose & toes while magpies
Though still
chilly, the glorious sunshiny days invite little
feet & legs to run & skip around outside
amidst nature, filling lungs, exerting bodies
& lifting hearts. The children are enchanted
by the Winter Mitten story concluding the
morning, about a small group of animals
seeking shelter from the rain until the sun
shines again.
EARLY CHILDHOOD:
Regional Meeting of the Australian
Association for Rudolf Steiner Early
Childhood Education
Orana Steiner School Acacia Building
Saturday 18 May 2019; 9am 3pm
kindergarten and provided the forum for
educators across our region, coming from
as far as Bowral, Bega and the South Coast
to meet and network. This meeting is held
twice a year.
There were 14 educators in attendance
representing kindergartens, playgroups,
parent and child groups, preschools, and
mentoring teachers with years of wisdom to
contribute. Thanks especially to Riitta
teacher, as well as Susan Wishart and
Shirley Bell, who provided guidance from
their many years of experience of teaching
and mentoring in early childhood
education.
The day started with sharing what is going
on in our various regions, along with a
discussion of the challenges around new
schools starting in the region, and the
expansion of some education settings

beyond the walls of the available space, into
the possibility of a bush or forest
kindergarten.
Elodie from Bowral and Rochelle from Bega
shared a couple of delightful finger games
with the group and more networking and
discussion was had over a sumptuous
morning tea provided by all.
After the break, we had a very rich
discussion around the ways we support and
mentor each other on a regional and local
level. Riitta, Shirley, Chrisanthi and Susan
shared some of their thoughts to enrich our
ideas
around
how
mentoring
could
work
in
our
differing
settings.
After lunch, Tracy lead the artistic
component of making some folded star
lanterns, and everyone left with a satisfied
feeling of accomplishment. Thank you to all
who attended and made it such an
enriching meeting.
AFTER SCHOOL CARE:
The Orana After School Care program
Early Childhood and Primary students of
Orana School, from 3 to 12 years of age.
At ASC, dual programming and varied
groupings strive to meet the developmental
needs and interests of the children in our
care, while gentle borders provide for sibling
interaction and broader friendships, beyond
the peer group structure of the classroom. In
acknowledging the needs and interests of
individuals, unique opportunities arise as
children explore other ways to engage and
contribute towards meaningful and
respectful interactions held beneath a
bough of committed staff and supportive
families.
Our Winter menu consists of nourishing
meals prepared by our staff, including roast
vegetables, banana bread, apple/yoghurt
muffins and toasted sandwiches.
ASC operates from 3pm to 5.45pm, Monday
through Friday, during the school term.

Limited vacancies are available and
enrolment applications can be accessed at
afterschool.care@oranaschool.com
Government Child Care Subsidies are
available to all eligible families through our
.

YEAR 1:
This term class one have mastered the art of
knitting and are busily creating their
recorder bags!

YEAR 2:
This term
have been
enjoying
The King
of
Son and
Riley and
the Ruler
Knight in
Main
Lessons.
Both tales
have had
suspense,
adventure and tales within tales. There has
been great excitement in class as we have
had the opportunity to draw dragons,
swords, castles and knights.
Much time has been spent getting ready for
the Spiral Walk and making lanterns for the
Winter Festival.
Being grown up
Class 2, we have
taken
responsibility
for much more
this year and
have made our
own
lanterns
and will core our
own apples.
We
have
continued to master our multiplication
tables and to spell using THRASS, and we
managed an excursion to Tidbinbilla Nature
Reserve to enjoy a final autumn day. But
winter is definitely here, and in line with
discussing our responsibilities and jobs as
Class 2 students, we have decided that it is
up to us to pack our own lunchboxes to help
our parents on cold and dark winter
mornings.
Families thank you again for all you do for
us, and for volunteering your time so readily
to help us with the festivals and excursions
this term! Have a wonderful winter holiday.
Best regards,
Dharini and Jason

Our first main lesson for the term was a
focus on the Magical World of Words. We
filled our time with beautiful vocabulary
he
different parts of grammar. Our writing has
improved
enormously
and we are
becoming
wonderful
story tellers
and poets. We
then moved
on to stories
of the Old
Testament
which have
fascinated us.
Highlights
YEAR 3:
3TM:
Once again, it has been a wonderful term for
class 3TM. We began with a lovely day visit
to Ingelara
Farm where
we
experienced
farm life in
autumn.
Our
activities
included
searching
for potatoes
and
cooking
them on the
fire,
counting
and drying
pumpkin seeds, walking down to the bottom
paddock to see the cows being moved and
watching the little poddy calf being fed from
a bottle. One of the highlights was rolling
think any of us wanted to leave the farm but
we have another visit to look forward to next
term!

Brothers and the Birth of Moses.
We will finish the term with our
Measurement main lesson.
We have thoroughly enjoyed our gardening
program this term. The children (and I!) each
have a personal garden plot which we are
all taking very good care of. We have also
been learning about the fascinating world of
mushrooms and growing our own. We have
enjoyed sitting around, and cooking on, the
fire and also baking pumpkin scones with
our Ingelara pumpkins.
As the term draws to a close, we are all
looking forward to making our lanterns for
our beautiful Winter
Festival, a major highlight for us all in class
three.

3KS:
On a crisp but beautifully clear Autumn day
in May, Class 3 headed off from Orana by
bus to Ingelara Farm. The day was filled with
rich learning experiences and plenty of fun
the day gives a great picture of some of the
many activities that we enjoyed at Ingelara.

cooked into
a delicious
soup; parts
of speech
from our
Grammar
Main
lesson were
further
explored as
we worked
with
the
Treasured Bible Stories; our written
summaries of the Bible Stories then gave us
ideas and the confidence to engage in
Workshop; and now as we learn about
Weights and Measures we can draw on
informal units of measurement to gain
was! Friday afternoon walks to Fetherstone
Gardens and Oakey Hill have been a
wonderful way to explore the local
environment and have supported play,
social skills and physical skills.
Lena Hoffman-Raap

Term 2 has flown by for Class 3KS and now
that I reflect on all of the things we have
done, it is no wonder it feels like it was only
yesterday that we went off to Ingelara Farm
with our friends in 3TM. Our trip to Ingelara
and each of our Main Lessons (Garden of
Words, Treasured Bible Stories and Weights
and Measures), kept us well nourished with
knowledge, inspiration and new skills. Each
topic or experience we explored could be
taken into the next to deepen our
understandings: Together and with the help
of parents, the Ingelara pumpkins were

YEAR 4:
renovations for such a long time, so I was
pleasantly surprised, when I looked last
year, to see that it was going to be open in
time for our Class 4 Local History and
Geography Main Lesson this year. I was even
happier that I would have a chance to share
it with my colleague, Marianne Ackland
my first class-teaching partner at Orana 15
years ago!

We planned the day to the minute, leaving
on the 9:15am bus to the bottom of Mt
Ainslie. Charging up the hill on a crisp, but
sunny morning, we made it to the top in
record time. The view was spectacular! Not
only could we enjoy the symmetry and
geometry
of
the
Griffins
planned
city, but
we could
see snow
on
Mt
Bimberi,
lining up with the major landmarks, all the
way from where we stood.
The students drew quick sketches of the
landscape and ate their lunch before
Cottage by 11:45 for 4EM, and 12:00 for 4MA
to arrive at the National Capital Exhibition
Centre.
The hosts a
Farmhouse were
experience was perfect for curious 9/10 year
olds. Both classes had 15 minutes to walk
between the sites after the first hour and we
made the swap in excellent time. The
interactive nature of the National Capital
Exhibition was fascinating, especially the
model of Canberra.
At the last minute, I scheduled in an
essential hill roll on one of the steepest,
students rolled down at immense speed,
unprepared for the after effects of mud and
dizziness. Brilliant!
Emily McKenzie-Kay

YEAR 5:
Term 2 in Class 5 has been an excellent term,
as we have continued our journey into
Ancient times with Mesopotamia and
Ancient Egypt. We have explored the
wonderful world of Gilgamesh and Enkidu
and made Salt dough rollers for our study of
Mesopotamia. The children were presented
with stories about life in Ancient Egypt,
which was then followed by the children s
individual oral presentations on their
chosen topic. A highlight of this Main Lesson
was seeing how well the children responded
to independently researching, drafting and
editing their work, and the quality of their
creative and written work was outstanding.
All the children reflected on how much they
enjoyed having the opportunity to engage in
independent learning. We are ending the
term with Geometry, which will see a move
from practising freehand forms to using
precise geometrical equipment for the first
time. Not only is this a consolidation of skills
learnt in earlier years, but another
opportunity for the children to grow and
mature yet again.

YEAR 7:
While class seven has been examining
Geometry, Continental Geography and the
History of the Age of Exploration this term,
we have been folding this work into the
preparation for the Winter Lantern Festival.
Not only are we making our lanterns in the
shape of a globe of the world, but we are
using geometry to make models of crystals.
The Age of Exploration that helped to birth
the Renaissance and the cosmopolitan
modern world is reflected in the increasing
independence and sense of responsibility
shown by the students as they take on the
many jobs required to make the Lantern

Festival a success. There is a real sense of
ownership over the process of bringing such
a big project together from the students.
They have been practising twirling firesticks,
drumming poetry and singing, as well as
getting organised in their fire
proof
costumes and gloves.

The Lantern Festival performances form part
of the longer term pulling away from the
Primary School that all students need to
experience in order to move past their
childhood years and to enter a different way
of being for the High School period and
beyond. We expect that the year sevens will
give an appropriate farewell gift of song and
celebration to the children and families that
make up the Orana community!
YEAR 8:
These are photos of year 8 project
submissions. At the completion of a unit on
cells, the students had to submit a labelled
3D cell model they came up with some
extremely creative results!

YEAR 9:
Evening in week 3 of the term; here they are
enjoying some frozen custard after a tough
couple of rounds at Laser Tag! The girls
made their own pizzas for dinner and had a
sleepover at the school.

YEAR 10:
Year 10 have recently completed a Main
Lesson where they were required to create
an image of their choosing using a
combination of straight lines, parabolas,
exponentials, cubics, circles and ellipses.

Year 10 Geography:
During a day trip, the Yr 10 Geography
elective class visited the alpine and
subalpine region of the Kosciusko National
Park around Perisher to investigate
environmental change and management.
They studied how the pristine environment
has been affected by humans and global
warming over time, for example the impact
of grazing or simply trampling over the lowgrowing grasses. Our guide, Dan Nicholls,
also showed students the different
management strategies around the ski
resort, for example the water filtering tank
or gabions to prevent water pollution
through sediments or rubbish.

Yr
10
Main
Lesson
Geography
(Climatology) students started building
their weather stations this morning (with
great help from Chris in Woodwork!!).
They are going to measure wind,
temperature, pressure, humidity and
rainfall and determine cloud types. They
have done great job so far. The weather
stations will be put in week 8 and measuring
will continue over the rest of the term. This
will help the students to understand how the
different elements of weather interact with
each other.

SENIOR COLLEGE:
Year 12 have been challenging their minds
with concepts of infinite perimeters but
finite areas in their Fractals Main Lesson.

Year 10 Science:
Towards the end of the term, Year 10 went to
CSIRO to participate in a workshop on DNA
matching
DRAMA:
This semester in Drama, students in Year 9
& 10 were given the opportunity to work with
tutors from Bell Shakespeare on performing

The Tempest.

10 will work on
next
semester.
The
workshop
provided
an
overview of the
play and how to
approach
developing your
character, as well
as the challenges
of dealing with
Shakespearean
language.
This

a production which Year

two hour
intensive
was a great
way
to
commence
our work
with
the
play.
Students in
Year
10
have
moved
from
performing monologues to working on
scenes and conveying relationships on
stage. In doing this, they have tackled a
contemporary work, Waiting for the Girl.
This play is an abstract, lyrical text which
explores the way in which people remember
particular events and hold them as being
significant. It follows the journey of a young
woman, making an important life decision,
who remembers and re-invents moments
from her past.

LIGHTING UP AT WINTER CRAFT GROUP
The weather outside is frightful but in Craft
It may be cold and grey outside, but in the
Kurrajong room, the crafters are up to their
elbows
in
fleece
and
felt
and
other
warming
goodies.
There
are
little pockets
of
conversation
and
laughter,
and
other

corners of intense concentration on getting
the colours just right. The smell of freshly
brewed coffee wafts through the room and
everyone pauses for a moment to admire a
just-finished item before it goes into the
display cabinet.
utterly simple prescription for creativity
they are being intensely themselves in a
welcoming and supportive community.
Craft Group is a great place to make or meet
friends, and to let your creative light glow
brighter against the dark of winter.
What we are making: Over the winter
months, we like to work with the softest of
fleece and the heavier felt needle-felting
can be quite a ph
to do it in the cold. We started with two
dimensional needle-felting to create
stunning crowns for the little kings and
queens in our lives.
With the basics
mastered, we move onto the more
complicated three-dimensional items such
as beautiful fleece angels and standing
fleece
dolls for
your
nature
table.
There are
examples
and
pictures to
inspire
you, and
plenty of
support
from the more experienced crafters if you
simple to learn how to needle-felt - if you
can poke a stick, you can felt! but you can
learn something new every time you pick up
you can sew a beautiful horse or bear or
dragon to join the menagerie in the display
cupboard.
Find us: in the Kurrajong room from 9-12.30
on Fridays and on occasional weekends
from 11 to 4. Join the mailing list or check
out the Community/Craft Group page on the
Orana
website
for
more
details:

(https://www.oranaschool.com/community/
craft-group.html) Come for the whole time,
your hours already, just drop in for a coffee
and chat while you sew or stab. You never
What to bring: Children are welcome under
your supervision make sure they dress for
the cold as we share the gorgeous
playground with the pre-schoolers next
door, and the lure of the sandpit can
overcome even the coldest winds. You can
bring along something to eat (especially if
you or your child have special dietary needs
donation to the duck to contribute to the
café basics. We supply hot drinks and
nibblies, and all the material for the craft we
are making.

students, who loved coming t
class.
We had a lovely cultural time together. Well
done, Class 8 and Class 1s.
CLASS
4
HIRAGANA
LEARNING:
Class
4
students
have
been
enjoying
Hiragana
learning very
much
this
year.
We use our
whole body
and make Hiragana alphabets like this.
They had some difficulties with complicated
looking Hiragana likeぬ, ね, なetc, but they
truly enjoyed working together.

Keep in touch:
craftgroup@oranaschool.com
our best to keep you informed. If you want
Pinterest
Board
at
https://au.pinterest.com/bluecardy/oranacraft-group-ideas/ and a page on the school
website (under the Community heading)
where we give a bit more detail on each
JAPANESE
CLASS 1 & 8 JAPANESE TRADITIONAL TOYS:
Class 8 students visited 1NH and 1MJG to
introduce Class 1 children Japanese
traditional toys. We played with four toys:
Bamboo helicopter (Taketonbo), Spinning
top (Koma), Tap Tap Wooden Sumo (Ton ton
Sumo) and Cup-and-ball (Kendama).
Both Class 8 and Class 1 students enjoyed it

I hope Hiragana learning will be fun and
successful for Class 4 children.

YEAR 10 JAPANESE:

Earlier this year, Fumi and the Year 10
students went to Japanese Embassy in
Yarralumla.
They
learnt
what roles the
Japanese
Embassy plays
in
Canberra
and
visited
their Japanese
gardens.
They were also
taught how to
do Japanese
calligraphy.

CLASS 8 AND 10 JAPANESE:
Class 8 and 10 Japanese students had a
cooking lesson in Term 2.
We cooked Onigiri (rice ball) and Japanese
curry, and
I was very
surprised
with how
quickly
the
students
ate them
all.
It
was
impressive that they did all the washing and
cleaning spontaneously.
I am hoping we will have some more
cooking lessons next semester.
I hope children enjoyed this cooking
experience and that they will have some
more opportunities to make healthy
Japanese food at home.
CLASS 4 AND 10 JAPANESE:
Class 10 Japanese students visited 4MA and
4EM to teach them how to read and write
Hiragana.
We sang and spoke the verse together.
Class 4 children were excited to hear the year
had
created to help them remember the
Hiragana alphabets.
They had some quizzes, and both Class 4
and Class 10 students enjoyed the special
Japanese lessons.

Class 4 learned a lot from listening to Class
10 students, and Class 10 students learned
a lot from teaching Class 4 Hiragana.

CONGRATULATIONS!
Congratulations to Anouk from class 8 who
has recently been chasing her dream to
represent Australia in climbing. She has just
returned from an exhausting Nationals
campaign in Sydney where she gained top
placings. These placings put her a step
closer to that dream and we wish her all the
luck and support as she trains and
competes in the months to come.

ANU MATHS DAY:
Huge congratulations to Dana and Liam
from Year 11 and Arthur, Ryan and Lachlan
from Year 12, who took part in the ANU
Maths Day. Orana came 8th out of 36 teams,
beating teams from Canberra Grammar,
Canberra Girls Grammar, Radford College
and even teams from selective schools in
Sydney that came up for the event!
Just as importantly they were exposed to
interesting maths and problems solving.
Well done everyone - such great work!

BIG SCIENCE COMPETITION:
Congratulations to the following students
who took part in the Big Science
Competition, which is open for students
from year 7 to year 10. They worked hard
and achieved excellent results!
Year 7
Credit - Luca Castro and Atticus NowlanCrisp
Year 8
Credit - Evie Atkins, Lawrence Pearce
Distinction - George Harwood-Edwards and
Max Butler
Year 9
Credit - Boris Harwood-Edwards
Distinction - Kaya McGloin
High Distinction - Bailey Padovan
Year 10
High Distinction - Riley Withycombe

COMPUTATIONAL ALGORITHMIC THINKING
(CAT) CHALLENGE
Congratulations to the following students
for their efforts in this year's CAT.
Year 5
Credit
Felix Groves, Samson Droney,
Manon Castro
Distinction Lucas Hjort
Year 6
Credit
Daniel Lory-Smailes, Ava
Lymburner
Year 7
Credit Liam Sutherland (Year 4)
Year 9
SSACT CROSS COUNTRY CARNIVAL:
Orana Cross Country runners had a great
couple of days recently with an outstanding
effort from everyone who took to the track.
It was great to see the awesome team spirit
in this team cross country event as we
cheered and motivated each other through
the blistering
wind and cold
to perform at
our best! Many
athletes were
rewarded with
individual
success and all
runners were
rewarded with
the personal
satisfaction of
doing
their
best. Orana placed 3rd overall in the High
School South Zone out of 12 schools. Well
done to everyone who got out there and did
their best for our team!

Outstanding
results
were
Xanthe
McFarlane-Pick 3rd in the 12 years category;
Zoe Wiseman 2nd
in the 13 years;
Amara Thomas 1st
in the 16 years;
Felix McFarlanePick 2nd in the 14
years;
Reuben Hayne 4th
in the 14 years; and
Zoe French 4th in
the
14
years.
Fantastic
effort,
Orana team!

ORANA CROSS COUNTRY CARNIVAL:
After a false start to avoid the coldest May
day on record our students took to Oakey
Hill on a much warmer Friday in week 3. The
weather was warm and the competition HOT
as our element groups again took each
other on for popular house points.
The class 5
boys
were
lead home
by the fast
finishing
Jasper and
Peter, while
Milly pushed
the girls. On
completion
was Fire who
were red hot,
jumping into
the lead. Xanthe McFarlane-Pick won the
class 6 for the girls with the fastest female
time of the day, a blistering 14 minutes and
2 seconds. Owen and Leon came home
trumps for the boys, meaning that Water

Anjea and Heath taking line honours. Zoe
and Reuben led their houses in the points
chase in class 8, with Fire and Air getting a
mention at the top. Air got another mention
who crossed the line first for the girls.
The two Felixes were on fire for Fire, taking
first and second place. Felix McFarlane-Pick
ran 12 minutes and 9 seconds, logging the
fastest boys time for the day! It was Cooper
who grabbed the top points for Fire in his
run for year 10, while Amara led the girls
and added
In the wash up for the event Fire took top
position on 658 points, followed by Water
(565), Earth (506) and Air on 447.
Great work, everyone!

BASKETBALL:
After their excellent performance at the
Southside Basketball Tournament, where
they came second to Melrose, the 7/8 Orana
Basketball team competed in the state
finals on Friday Week 1.
Their daily lunchtime training payed off as
they used a stifling zone defence to get
revenge on Melrose, beating them twice.
Unfortunately, they went down to both
Northside teams.
They were competitive in the two games, but
ran into depth issues against Harrison when
players got into foul trouble and struggled
in the second half against Lyneham, when
o find
their rhythm in the full court.
Overall, it was an excellent season for the
7/8 team, who should be very proud of their
improvement and teamwork.

SWIMMING:
While it seems too cold to remember
swimming, it is time to congratulate our
team who competed in the Primary and
High School Zone swim meets with great
success. I was impressed by the team spirit
and effort put in by all of our Orana
swimmers, who were happy to come away
with several personal bests in the pool.
Reuben Hjort and Amy Manning were our
standouts as they swam their way into the
ACT Championships. Congratulations to all
swimmers who gave their best for us on the
day.

ROWING:
First there was one, now many! Peregrine
Mitchel-Jenkins has already spent a season
going backwards as fast as she can with her
rowing and now she has a crew around her.
Several of the class 10 group have recently
joined her on the water and look to be
also shown interest and have now begun
training. Much of the work over winter will
be in the gym and on the ergs, although we
do hit the water once a week when the
weather is good. It is an exciting time as the
kids take to rowing; they are picking up the
skills well and really enjoying their time.

insight into university life. Participating
students took part in 9 different classes
including Ceramics, Photography, VR,
Painting, Printmedia & Drawing, Sculpture &
Spatial Practice, Furniture, Foundation,
Jewellery & Object, Textiles, Design, Glass,
Life-Drawing & Art Theory.
This is the first year that the programme has
been open to non-government schools. Two
Orana Year 11 students, Griffin and Ivalo
(above), were invited to take part in the
programme.

Traditional Shibori indigo dyeing.

HIGH SCHOOL MUSIC:
On Saturday June 1st, Orana High School
students from Class 8-12 performed in the
16 Years and Under Orchestras section of
the Australian National Eisteddfod. It was a
lovely chance to see what other schools are
playing, to perform on the stage of Llewellyn
Hall and to represent Orana in the wider
Canberra music scene. Our students played
and managed themselves beautifully. They
were awarded the Bronze award.
ANU SCHOOL OF ART & DESIGN:
On the 3rd, 4th
& 5th of June,
the
ANU
School of Art
&
Design
hosted
45
ACT college
students for
their annual
SOA&D
College
programme,
giving
students an

Glass works.

YEAR 12 ARCHITECTURE MAIN LESSON:
Year 12 students finished their Architecture
Main Lesson with a trip to Sydney,
combining their classroom theory with new
ways of seeing. They enjoyed visiting Rose
Seidler House, which architect Harry Seidler
built for his mother. Seidler was a man with
a particular vision and students were
surprised to hear that he demanded his
comfort. While the house has the first
dishwasher in Australia, the first
t skylight and the first
furniture and tableware and had to hide
some things when he visited.

We also visited the Frank Gehry building at
UTS, ostensibly inspired by a brown paper
bag, and in
the pictures
you see us
inside
the
building next
to a lecture
theatre built
of
piled
laminated
blocks
of
wood.
Opinions
were divided
as to its
aesthetic qualities, although we were

the observatory. Organised by the Goethe
Institute, the day was a chance for girls
across Canberra to meet each other, see the
amazing facilities, meet astronomers and
other women in leadership positions in
Science, and complete some engaging and
very challenging tasks. The main task for the
day was conducting an interview with a
female scientist for which they had to
develop questions and create a video. After
lunch, the girls were required to look at sun
spot data over the past ten years, look for

of Firmitas (sound structure) and Utilitas
(usefulness) had been met.
Lastly, we had a personal guided tour from
the Sydney CBD to the Opera House, where
reassembled it in front of our eyes, as he
explained its uniquely and breathtakingly
simple geometry.
In the background, we experienced all the
joys and complexity of public transport,
even down to jackhammering from 11pm to
2am as the new trams are re laid through
the city. Never a dull moment, it was a great
camp for us all.

Architect Eoghan Lewis, talking to us about the Opera

OBSERVATORY
On Wednesday 19 June, Class 8 girls headed
off under a bright blue sky for the heights of
Mt Stromlo, a perfect location for a fun day
investigating the research and facilities at

the pattern, and make a prediction, which
they could confirm using a telescope
directed at the sun on the day. The
conclusion was a teleconference, a first for
most of us there, with the girls at other STEM
events around Australia. The difficulty of
trawling through data followed by a
delicious afternoon tea hopefully gave the
girls a good idea of some of the ups and
downs of life as a scientist!

WINTER FESTIVAL JUNE 21, 2019:
Winter Festival and lantern walk took place.
Hosted by Year 7, the festival was, as always,
a magical experience for both those taking
part and for those watching. The beautiful
photos below were taken by Amy Manning,
from Year 8.

